
Different and proud about it -quiz 

A quiz made by Taksvärkki’s Challengers-group as part of a campaign to discourage 

discrimination. 

1. When was the last time you saw two identical people? 

a. Yesterday 

b. Never 

c. This is a trick question; no two people are identical. 

d. I don’t remember 

2. Which of these is NOT a form of discrimination? 

a. A request to discriminate 

b. Indirect discrimination 

c. Direct discrimination 

d. All of the above are forms of discrimination 

3. What is multiple discrimination? 

a. Discrimination that is widely accepted 

b. Discrimination due to multiple personal characteristics 

c. It does not exist 

d. When multiple people discriminate against one individual 

4. Religion is a good reason to discriminate. 

a. True  

b. False  

5. Ableism is discrimination against… 

a. …poor 

b. …gender 

c. …disabled 

d. …skin colour 

6. Sexism means only discrimination against women. 

a. True  

b. False  

7. Discrimination can be in the form of compliments. 

a. True  



b. False  

8. Ignoring learning difficulties is not discrimination. 

a. True  

b. False  

9. Which of these examples is a form of indirect discrimination? 

a. Catcalling 

b. Discrimination done by the force of others 

c. Hindered environment 

10. Which of the following is NOT a form of discrimination even though it might seem so? 

a. Age limit for voting 

b. Actions to remove laws against discrimination 

c. Leaving people outside of something 

d. Valuing some ethnicity over others in a job interview 

11. What does parity mean? 

a. Everyone is complimented 

b. It is not something that should be strived for 

c. Everyone is rich 

d. Everyone has the same possibilities despite personal characteristics 

12. Is positive discrimination allowed? 

a. Yes, sometimes 

b. Never 

c. Yes, always 

13. How can you reduce discrimination? 

a. Bullying discriminators  

b. Saying something when you encounter it 

c. Ignoring it since the actions of one individual don’t matter 

d. Studying the history and rights of minorities 

 

 

Correct answers: 1. b and c 2. d 3. b 4. b 5. c 6. b 7. a 8. b 9. c 10. a 11. d 12. a 13. b and d 
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